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Disclaimer
Information Contained In This Presentation
This presentation is a summary description of International Consolidated Uranium Inc. (“International Consolidated Uranium”, “CUR” or the “Company”) and its business and does not purport to be complete. This presentation is not, and in no circumstances is it to be construed
as, a prospectus, an advertisement, or a public offering of securities. No securities regulatory authority or similar authority has reviewed or in any way passed comment upon the document or the merits of the Company’s securities and any representation to the contrary is an
offence. Except where otherwise indicated, the information contained in this presentation has been prepared by International Consolidated Uranium and there is no representation or warranty by International Consolidated Uranium or any other person as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information set forth herein. Except as otherwise stated, information included in this presentation is given as of the date hereof. The delivery of this presentation shall not imply that the information herein is correct as of any date after the date hereof.
All dollar amounts referenced herein, unless otherwise indicated, are expressed in Canadian dollars.
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-looking Information
This presentation contains "forward-looking information" and “forward looking statements” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws. Forward-looking information and statements include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to, planned exploration
activities, the future interpretation of geological information and cost of such exploration activities, future financings, the future price of gold, and requirements for additional capital. Generally, but not always, forward looking information and statements can be identified by the
use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, or “believes” or the negative connotation thereof or variations of such words and phrases or statement that certain actions, events or results “may”,
“could”, “would”, “might” or “will be taken”, “occur” or “be achieved” or the negative connation thereof.
Forward-looking information and statements are based on our current expectations, beliefs, assumptions, estimates and forecasts about the Company’s business and the industry and markets in which it operates. Such forward information and statements are based on numerous
assumptions, including among others, the availability of financing, the accuracy of previous exploration records and results, that the results of planned exploration activities are as anticipated, the price of gold, the cost of planned exploration activities, that third party contractors,
equipment and supplies and governmental and other approvals required to conduct the Company’s planned exploration activities will be available on reasonable terms and in a timely manner and that general business and economic conditions will not change in a material
adverse manner. Although the assumptions made by the Company in providing forward looking information or making forward-looking statements are considered reasonable by management at the time, there can be no assurance that such assumptions will prove to be accurate.
Forward-looking information and statements also involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties and other factors, which may cause actual results, performances and achievements of International Consolidated Uranium to differ materially from any projections of results,
performances and achievements of International Consolidated Uranium expressed or implied by such forward-looking information or statements, including, among others: limited operating history, negative operating cash flow and dependence on third party financing,
uncertainty of additional financing, delays or failure to obtain required permits and regulatory approvals, no known mineral resources/reserves, reliance on a single project, aboriginal title and consultation issues, reliance on key management and other personnel; potential
downturns in economic conditions; availability of third party contractors; availability of equipment and supplies; failure of equipment to operate as anticipated; accidents, effects of weather and other natural phenomena and other risks associated with the mineral exploration
industry; changes in laws and regulation, competition, and uninsurable risks.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking information or implied by forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause
results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that forward-looking information and statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Accordingly,
readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements or information. The Company undertakes no obligation to update or reissue forward-looking information as a result of new information or events except as required by applicable securities laws.
The footnotes, endnotes and appendices to this presentation contain important information. The endnotes and appendices are found at the end of the presentation.
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Disclaimer
Technical Disclosure and Qualified Person
The scientific and technical information contained in this presentation was prepared by Peter Mullens (FAusIMM), CUR’s VP Business Development, who is a “Qualified Person” (as defined in NI 43-101).
Each of the estimates on slide X are considered to be “historical estimates” as defined under NI 43-101, and have been sourced as follows:
1.Ben Lomond: dated as of 1982, and reported by Mega Uranium Ltd. in a company report entitled “Technical Report on the Mining Leases Covering the Ben Lomond Uranium-Molybdenum Deposit Queensland, Australia” dated July 16, 2005;
2.Georgetown/Mauree: dated as of June 25, 2008, and reported by Mega Uranium Ltd. in a company report entitled “A Review and Resource Estimate of the Maureen Uranium-Molybdenum Deposit, North Queensland, Australia Held by Mega Uranium Ltd.” dated June 25, 2008;
3.Mountain Lake: dated as of February 15, 2005 and reported by Triex Mineral Corporation in a company report entitled “Mountain Lake Property Nunavut” dated February 15, 2005;
4.Moran Lake: dated as of January 20, 2011 as revised March 10, 2011 and reported by Crosshair Exploration & Mining Corp. in a company report entitled “Technical Report on the Central Mineral Belt (Cmb) Uranium – Vanadium Project, Labrador, Canada” dated January 20, 2011
as revised March 10, 2011;
5.Laguna Salada: dated as of May 20, 2011 and reported by U3O8 Corporation in a company report entitled “NI 43-101 Technical Report Laguna Salada Initial Resource Estimate” dated May 20, 2011; and
6.Dieter Lake: dated 2006 and reported by Fission Energy Corp. in a company report entitled “Technical Report on the Dieter Lake Property, Quebec, Canada” dated October 7, 2011.
In each instance, the historical estimate is reported using the categories of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves as defined by NI 43-101, but is not considered by the Company to be current. In each instance, the reliability of the historical estimate is considered reasonable, but a
Qualified Person has not done sufficient work to classify the historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource and the Company is not treating the historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource. The historical information provides an indication of the exploration potential of the
properties but may not be representative of expected results.
For Ben Lomond, as disclosed in the above noted technical report, the historical estimate was prepared by The Australian Atomic Energy Commission (AAEC) using a sectional method. The parameters used in the selection of the ore intervals were a minimum true thickness of 0.5
metres and maximum included waste (true thickness) of 5 metres. Resource zones were outlined on 25 metre sections using groups of intersections, isolated intersections were not included. The grades from the composites were area weighted to give the average grade above a
threshold of 500 ppm uranium. The area was measured on each 25 metres section to give the tonnage at a bulk density of 2.603. The Company would need to conduct an exploration program, including twinning of historical drill holes in order to verify the Ben Lomond historical
estimate as a current Mineral Resource.
For Georgetown/Maureen, as disclosed in the above noted technical report, the historical estimate was prepared by Mining Associates using a block model estimation methodology. Resource modelling was carried out on a database comprising 94,810 metres of combined drilling.
Using a variety of estimation techniques, a 5x5x5 metre block model was constructed. This defined the shallow westward-dipping mineralisation mantos which contain the higher grade zones. The Company would need to conduct an exploration program, including twinning of
historical drill holes in order to verify the Georgetown/Mauree historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource.
For Mountain Lake, as disclosed in the above noted technical report, the historical estimate was prepared by F.R. Hassard, B.A.Sc., P. Eng. (Qualified Person) using the polygon method. The resource estimate was based on a minimum grade of 0.1% U3O8, a minimum vertical
thickness of 1.0 metre. and specific gravity of 2.5. The Company would need to conduct an exploration program, including twinning of historical drill holes in order to verify the Mountain Lake historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource.

For Moran Lake, as disclosed in the above noted technical report, the historical estimate was prepared by C. Stewart Wallis P. Geo, Barry A. Sparkes, P. Geo., Gary H. Giroux, P. Eng. (Qualified Person) using three-dimensional block models utilizing ordinary kriging to interpolate
grades into each 10m x 10m x 4m high block. For the purpose of the vanadium resource estimate, a vanadium specific model was created in the Upper C rock package above the C Zone thrust fault. The vanadium model is based on a wireframe solid defining the vanadium
mineralized envelope using an external cut-off of approximately 0.1% V2O5. For the purposes of the estimates, a specific gravity of 2.83 was used. The Company would need to conduct an exploration program, including twinning of historical drill holes in order to verify the Moran
Lake historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource.
For Laguna Salada, as disclosed in the above noted technical report, the historical estimate was prepared by Coffey Mining Pty. Ltd. using block models utilizing ordinary kriging to interpolate grades into each 1000m x 1000m x 10m parent cell. For the purposes of the estimate, bulk
density of 1.7t/m³ was used for Lago Seco and 1.95t/m³ for Guanaco. The Company would need to conduct an exploration program, including trenching in order to verify the Laguna Salada historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource.
For Dieter Lake, as disclosed in the above noted technical report, the historical estimate was prepared by Davis & Guo using the Thiessen (Voronoi) polygon method. Data constraints used were 200 ppm, 500 ppm, and 1000ppm U3O8 over a minimum of 1 metre thickness. Polygons
created had radii of 200 metres. A rock density of 2.67g/cm3 was used. The Company would need to conduct an exploration program, including twinning of historical drill holes in order to verify the Dieter Lake historical estimate as a current Mineral Resource.
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Company Overview
Consolidated Uranium’s strategy is to acquire and develop uranium projects around the globe

Capitalizing on uranium market resurgence using proven model
The Uranium sector has recently emerged from a +10-year bear market
Consolidation represents proven strategy; generated outsized returns
in the previous bull market

Uniquely positioned in the sector with a highly seasoned
management team
Founded by the team behind NexGen Energy (TSX:NXE / NYSE:NXE)
and Mega Uranium (TSX:MGA)
New management brings decades of experience in the sector with a
focus on project evaluation and acquisition

Existing gold portfolio represents further upside potential

TSXV:CUR

www.consolidateduranium.com

Compelling portfolio of
initial acquisitions
Ben Lomond and Georgetown projects
in Queensland Australia from Mega
Uranium (TSX:MGA)
Mountain Lake Project in Nunavut,
Canada from IsoEnergy (TSX-V:ISO)

Moran Lake Uranium and Vanadium
Project in Labrador, Canada
Laguna Salada Uranium and Vanadium
Project in Argentina (TSX-V:UWE.H)
Dieter Lake Project in Québec, Canada
Matoush Project in Québec, Canada
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Capital Structure & Share Ownership
Capital Structure
Ticker
Share Price (May 10, 2021)
Basic Shares Outstanding
Options
Warrants¹
FD Shares Outstanding¹
Market Capitalization (Basic)
Cash & Cash Equivalents¹
Debt
Enterprise Value (Basic)

TSXV: CUR
$
1.97
42.5M
2.7M
17.4M
62.6M
C$83.7M
C$24.2M
Nil
~C$59.6M

¹ cash, common shares, warrants are estimated to give effect
to the bought deal financing of May 12, 2021 (to be closed).

Major Shareholders
Mega Uranium
~4%
Management & Insiders
~4%
Institutions (Including Sachem Cove, Segra Capital) ~40%
TSXV:CUR

Analyst Coverage
Firm
Red Cloud Securities

www.consolidateduranium.com

Analyst
David Talbot

Rating
BUY

Target
$2.50
5

Extensive Uranium Sector Expertise
Management Team
Philip Williams
President, CEO & Chairman

Greg Duras
CFO

Peter Mullens
VP Corporate Development

• CFA Charterholder with +20 years of mining and finance industry experience
• Former C-Suite roles, as a sell-side research analyst, in fund management and as managing director of investment banking focused on
the metals and mining sector
• Senior executive with +20 years of experience in the resource sector
• Certified General Accountant, Certified Professional Accountant and holds a Bachelor of Administration
• Professional geologist with 35 years of experience across a wide range of commodities and countries
• Extensive uranium experience including as VP Exploration for Laramide Resources

Board of Directors
John Jentz
Lead Director

Mark Raguz
Director

Anthony Milewski
Director

Richard Patricio
Special Advisor

Leigh Curyer
Advisory Board Member

TSXV:CUR

• MBA, CA and CPA with +20 years experience as a mining professional
• Ex-Head Corporate Development at Semafo and Director of North American Palladium.
• Royalty Manager and Analyst at Altius Minerals Corporation
• Previously Vice President, Investment Banking at several leading full-service boutique investment dealers
• Over 15 years of experience in various aspects of the mining industry, including as a company director, adviser, founder and investor.
• Currently serves as the chairman of Conic Metals.
• Lawyer with +15 years capital market experience
• President and CEO of Mega Uranium Ltd.
CEO of NexGen Energy

Ted Wilton
Advisory Board Member

www.consolidateduranium.com

Senior Uranium Geologist
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Consolidation a Proven Strategy
Mega Uranium Case Study

Between Jan 2005 and Dec 2006 Mega announced nine acquisitions and raised over $50M in capital. During that period, its share price
increased by 25 times and its market cap went from ~$15M to $940M
Subsequently:
• Sold Canadian Projects to
NexGen
• Sold Lake Maitland in Australia
to Toro
• Sold South American projects
to U3O8 Corp and distributed
shares
• Founding investor and sold
royalty to Uranium Royalty Corp
• Optioned Queensland Australia
Projects to International
Consolidated Uranium
• Other juniors that pursued a consolidated strategy include: Paladin, Energy Metals and Uranium One

TSXV:CUR
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Strategy – The Path Forward
International Consolidated Uranium’s strategy is to acquire and develop uranium projects around the globe

New Acquisitions Criteria
Diversified Portfolio Approach
Geography
Stage of Development
Deposit Type
Significant previous expenditures, including
historic resource estimates
Attractive development characteristics
Staged and accretive acquisitions terms
Deal Pipeline Remains Full
Tremendous number of opportunities in spite
of recent uptick in market sentiment
New acquisitions evaluated in context of
existing portfolio and ultimate value creation
opportunities for shareholders
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Acquisition of the Matoush Project in Quebec, Canada
High-Grade and Substantial Historic Resources
Indicated Mineral Resources of 586,000 t at an average grade of 0.954%
containing 12.329 m lbs of U3O8
Inferred Mineral Resources of 1,686,000 t at an average grade of 0.442%
containing 16.44 m lbs of U3O8

Advanced Stage Project
A Preliminary Economic Assessment on the Property was published in April of
2010 which contemplated access via a ramp decline, mining using longhole
methods followed by cemented rock fill (CRF)

Good Exploration Potential
The Matoush Fault Zone, the structure that controls the mineralization, has been
identified over a strike length extending 11km southward and 2.5km northward
beyond the historic resource area. In addition, many of the zones of
mineralization within the historic Mineral Resource are open along strike and
down plunge.

Proven Mining Jurisdiction with Uranium Endowment
Quebec ranks highly as a mining jurisdiction and has seen significant past
expenditures on uranium exploration by both major and junior mining
companies.

Compelling Acquisition Structure
Deferred cash and share based consideration offers potential to reduce the
ultimate total purchase price equity dilution.

TSXV:CUR
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Simplified Project History
Originally discovered by Uranerz Exploration and Mining in 1980
Strateco Resources optioned the project in 2005
Between 2006 to 2012 Strateco competed extensive exploration, evaluation and permitting activities including:
~245k metres of drilling in 591 holes
Completing multiple mineral resource estimates, the latest in December 2012
Carried out an initial Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) in 2008 and an updated it in 2010
Constructed of a 50-person camp, a landing strip for planes carrying material and passengers, and three megadomes
and offices
Conducted numerous environmental studies making up an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
October 2012 – Issued license for an advanced underground exploration program from the CNSC
March 2013 - the Quebec government announced further study of the uranium industry was required prior to issuing at
underground permit
November 2013 - the Quebec Government refused to grant the required certificate of authorization for the Matoush
underground exploration phase
December 2014 - Strateco launched a $190m claim against the government of Quebec
July 2015 - Quebec’s Bureau d’audiences publiques sur l’environnement (BAPE) released its investigation and public
hearing report on the environmental and social impacts of the uranium industry in the province (The findings of report were
disputed by the CNSC)
June 2017 - Strateco’s claim against the Quebec Government was dismissed
January 2020 – Strateco’s appeal was dismissed
April 2021 – Assets transferred free and clear to SPV with vesting order, CUR agrees to acquire the SPV
TSXV:CUR
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Substantial Historic Resources with Exploration Upside
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High Grade by Global Standards
Highest grade uranium projects outside of
the Athabasca Basin with >10m lbs in M&I
Matoush
Zone

MT-22
MT-22
MT-34

MT-34

Hole

07-129
including
08-043
including
08-034
including
including
09-012
including

Grade
U3O8
(%)
1.90
5.60
2.19
6.04
0.67
1.36
6.03
0.49
1.99

Interval
(m)
7.5
2.4
9.7
2.8
57.3
27.5
4.8
21.3
2.0

Data is sourced from S&P Global Market Intelligence. Projects shown are those where the primary commodity is uranium, and as noted excludes those in the Athabasca Basin, SK, Canada.
Mineral resources estimates, and drill intercepts, are from historic resources that are not considered current by the company.
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Compelling and Accretive Deal Terms
CUR is acquiring 100% of the shares of an SPV with a 100%,
undivided interest in the Matoush Property free and clear of
any encumbrances
Upfront payment on closing:
$3.5m in cash
$3m in CUR shares (subject to a minimum of 2m shares)
Deferred payment six month after closing:
$1.5m in cash
$2m in CUR shares
Closing is subject to certain condition including TSXv
approval
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Attractively Priced Relative to Peers
The Company is currently trading at an adjusted enterprise value/resource multiple of US$0.65/lb U3O8, which is a >40% discount to other
uranium exploration and development companies with projects around the world.

EV/Resource of Uranium Exploration and Development
Companies (US$/lb U3O8)

Note: Consolidated Uranium’s EV/resource multiple is inclusive of all projects which per NI 43-101 include historic resources that are not considered current.
CUR’s multiple gives weight to dilution and cash cost associated with fully exercising its mineral property options on the intended schedule.
Source: Adjusted from S&P Capital IQ data, RedCloud. Pricing date as of April 9, 2021
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Current Project Portfolio
Seven projects, in three countries, acquired or secured under option in 12 months
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Historic Mineral Resource Table
Exposure to significant uranium and vanadium resources

TSXV:CUR

This table sets out the historical mineral resource estimates for each project CUR currently owns outright or on which it has announced an option agreement.
The mineral resource estimate for each project is considered to be a “historical estimate” under NI 43-101 and is not considered by the Company to be current.
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Ben Lomond and Georgetown Projects - Queensland, AUS
Potential to become a high-grade, low-CAPEX project

Acquisition Terms:

Highlights:
Option Agreement with Mega Uranium Closed June 18, 2020

900,000 CUR shares, 900,000 CUR warrants and $180,000 upfront

Mega acquired the projects for ~$10m and had spent ~$30m

$3,000,000 in cash or CUR shares to acquire 100% interest (24 months to exercise)

CUR team acquiring and analyzing historical data with a view to
undertaking a PEA once the option is exercised

Contingent payments (in cash or CUR shares) as follows:
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$50, Mega will receive $850,000

Next Step: CUR intends to secure FIRB approval for the transaction, a
requirement to exercise the option.
TSXV:CUR

If the uranium spot price reaches USD$75, Mega will receive $1,275,000
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$100, Mega will receive $1,685,000
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Mountain Lake Project - Nunavut, CAN
High-grade exploration upside potential

Highlights:

Acquisition Terms:

Option agreement with IsoEnergy Ltd signed July 16, 2021
Staked by ISO in 2017, previously owned in a 50:50 JV by Pitchstone
Exploration Ltd. and Triex Minerals Corporation
220 holes drilled by previous operators; higher grade potential identified
(Up to 5.18% never followed up)
Next Step: CUR intends to secure shareholder approval for the option
agreement at its next AGM
TSXV:CUR

900,000 CUR shares and $20,000 upfront
$1m in cash or CUR shares to acquire 100% interest (24 months to exercise)
Contingent payments (in cash or CUR shares) as follows:
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$50, IsoEnergy will receive $410,000

If the uranium spot price reaches USD$75, IsoEnergy will receive $615,000
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$100, IsoEnergy will receive $820,000

www.consolidateduranium.com
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Moran Lake Project - Labrador, CAN

Located in Bona-Fide uranium camp with attractive characteristics

Acquisition Terms:

Highlights:
Option agreement closed on December 7, 2020

150,000 in CUR shares and $150,000 upfront

In March 2011 a previous operator published a combined uranium and
vanadium 43-101 compliant resource estimate

$1m in cash or CUR shares to acquire 100% interest (36 months to exercise)

The Central mineral belt is host to several other uranium deposits including
Paladin Energy's advanced Michelin project
Next Step: Updated 43-101 technical report underway, summer 2021
exploration program planned and being permitted
TSXV:CUR

$200,000 in cash and CUR shares on the 12 and 24 month anniversaries
Contingent payments (in cash or CUR shares) as follows:
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$50, the vendor will receive $250,000
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$75, the vendor will receive $375,000

www.consolidateduranium.com
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Laguna Salada Project Chubut, Argentina
Simple geology, simple processing, resource growth potential

Acquisition Terms:

Highlights:

$50,000 for property expenditures on signing, $125,000 in CUR shares and
$175,000 on exchange approval

Option agreement with U3O8 Corp. Signed December 14, 2021
Over $15m spent on the project by U3O8 Corp.

$1.5m in cash or CUR shares to acquire 100% interest (24 months to exercise)

Initial resource estimate published in May 2011 PEA published in September 2014

Contingent payments (in cash or CUR shares) as follows:

Argentina currently generates 5% of its electricity from three nuclear reactors

If the uranium spot price reaches USD$50, UWE will receive $505,000

Next Step: CUR has applied for exchange approval of option agreement

If the uranium spot price reaches USD$75, UWE will receive $758,000
If the uranium spot price reaches USD$100, UWE will receive $1,010,000
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Dieter Lake Project - Quebec, Canada
Historical resource with exploration upside

Highlights:
Formerly held by Uranerz Exploration and Mining, Strathmore Minerals Corp., Fission
Energy Corp. and Denison Mines Corp.
Quebec ranks highly as a mining jurisdiction and has seen significant past
expenditures on uranium exploration by both major and junior mining companies.
Dieter Lake was acquired by staking and is expected to require modest annual
expenditures to maintain.
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Investment Summary
Consolidated Uranium’s strategy is to acquire and develop uranium projects around the globe

Attractive Portfolio of
Uranium Projects

Top Tier Jurisdictions
High Grade on Global Scale
Significant Past Expenditures

Actively Evaluating New
Opportunities

Diversified Portfolio Approach
Unique and Flexible Structures
Rigorous Project Evaluation

Compelling Valuation

Well funded with ~$15.4m WC
Compelling Acquisition Metrics
Upside from Gold Projects

Seasoned Management
and Board

TSXV:CUR

Decades of Experience
Proprietary Project Knowledge
Aligned with Shareholders

www.consolidateduranium.com
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Contact

Philip Williams
Chief Executive Officer
pwilliams@consolidateduranium.com

TSX-V: CUR
consolidateduranium.com

